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The peri trio is a clamp for the frame of the molding work. The framed reforming clip is used to align and secure the reclusive panels. Save time and costs locally. Finish: galvanized. Individual shapes and sizes are available on request. Materials: Wedge by duct casting, two claws from a pressed metal plate, No. 235Finishing: Self color, or zinc coated. The
steam alignment BFD provides neat panel joints, resulting in a perfect concrete finish. With only one component, each panel link is flush, aligned and tight. The BFD clip guarantees strong joints and fast assembly of panels. This is the main component used to attach the panels to work. With one single hammer stroke, it can be used to make panel
connections a tight connection, no concrete leakage. The BFD provides a flexible, rigid connection of panels and allows large blocks to be moved. Length (mm)Width (mm)Height (mm)Weight (kg)2902601704.24Packing:1. Typically, the total net weight of the loaded container is between 22 tons and 26 tons, which must be confirmed before loading2. Various
packages are used for a variety of products: ---bunds: wooden beam, steel props, tie rod, etc. ---pallet: small parts will be placed in bags, and then on pallets.---wooden cases: it is available at the request of the customer.---bulk: some irregular goods will be loaded in bulk in the container. Delivery:1. Manufacturing: For a full container, we usually need 20-30
days after receiving the customer's advance.2. Transportation: It depends on the port of destination charge.3. Negotiations are necessary for special requirements. Who we are: HORIZON FORMWORK has been a professional provider of mold solutions for many years, supplying: Formwork systems, scaffolding systems and related accessories that are
widely used in commercial, residential and infrastructure projects. What we offer: wall shapes, column shapes, climbing system, table molding, flexible mold plate, forest frame system, castle scaffolding system, lock system, form-communication system, etc. Why we are: With 10 years of experience, we know exactly what you need; Strict quality control when
choosing raw materials, production line and pre-package, which ensures reliable quality of products in accordance with the customer's request. Operational action on the requirements of the client. We not only provide excellent products, but also offer customers a comprehensive and complete concrete solution on form and scaffolding. HORIZON
FORMWORK, your reliable form partner! Vos derniers produits vus We have adapted our content and our design. Please feel free to get a review. On the first PERI Group's success with PERI Group is based on a clear profile of established values. Find out here about peri. Here you will get an overview of the PERI Group business segments. Here you can
find all the information about your career at PERI Group. We look forward to your visit. TRIO is a versatile moulding system for all applications, for which the emphasis is on reducing the time of formation using the classic DW attachment technique. With the BFD clamp for almost all builds and numerous standard and practical solutions, TRIO has successfully
proven itself internationally on countless projects. TRIO can be used in conjunction with the form work of the MAXIMO frame. Accessories such as the BFD clamp or the MXK console system can be used in both systems. An ultra-simple BFD clip build as a unique element for the entire assembly of fast-working elements thanks to the limited number of width
elements and elements that can be used both on their large side and on their small side, the Big Surface, forming with the use of standard elements up to 3.30 m x 2.40 m, With perfect shine and only two flexible anchor straps for quick operation, compatible with the frame MAXIMO Element Element Element width up to 2.40 m (standard system) Maximum
allowable concrete pressure 80 kN/m2 Use with DW15 and DW20 anchor system Tightening, alignment and sealing elements together with the BFD clamp, compensation wedge included up to 10 See Ultra-simple cleaning thanks to Coffrage light frame powder coating for work without a tap: Easy to replicate with yellow powder coating TRIO Structure
Elements TRIO with plywood Chosen in accordance with the convenience for specific surface requirements set by the fully installed TRIO element for cells C element for cells, full internal forms can be quickly moved; The de-cluttering game is a 30mm on all sides of the MXK console system MXK console system used as a working platform on MAXIMO and
TRIO. It consists of standard, lightweight pre-assembled elements that provide quick on-site assembly and thus lower costs.   The main focus of the universal trio Wall Formwork is to ensure simple shutter procedures and reduce shutter time. Standard panels have only 6 different widths, allowing easy handling and efficient logistics. With BFD Coupler for all
connections, as well as many other practical system solutions, TRIO has successfully emerged in countless projects around the world. TRIO is very versatile and efficient in its use - from housing and high-rise to applications in infrastructure projects. This ensures a high degree of use and therefore profitability of the system. Body panel options, such as the
aluminum version or for special surfaces, expand the range of applications. The closed profiles of the TRIO panels provide high torsional stability. Excellent product quality guarantees a long life. For all applications, TRIO meets the highest uniformity requirements. Fast work operations with only minimal panel width as well as panels that can be used both
horizontally and vertically easy and simple connections with BFD Alignment Coupler as the sole component for all panel connections large shutter area with standard panels up to 3.30 m x 2.40 m - providing a high level of surface uniformity and only 2 tie positions Flexibly used by the panel form for quick operation operations, compatible with maximO panel
molding panel up to 3.30 m high, panel width up to 2.40 m (standard system) Maximum allowable fresh concrete pressure: 80 kN/m2 can be used with DW 1 5 and DW 20 tie Systems Flush, aligned and close ties with BFD Alignment Coupler - including wood filler compensation of up to 10 cm Simple cleaning operations due to powder coating frame Light
molding for crane independent operation; TRIO Structure panels with a free selection of molding for special concrete surface requirements - the pre-assembled trio element with the TRIO shaft element, the full inner moulding of the shaft can be moved quickly; The MXK Bracket System serves as a working platform for MAXIMO and TRIO. The modular
design and lightweight, hand-assembled components of the system provide fast installation and high costs. Unlike conventional solutions, the modular system provides pre-assembled individual components, such as the MXK Scaffold Deck or proKIT PMB Side Barrier Mesh. Download peri trio formwork manual. peri trio formwork system. peri trio formwork
catalogue. peri trio formwork for sale. peri trio formwork pdf. used peri trio formwork for sale. peri trio column formwork
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